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moroccan explorer ibn battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and asia.
his travel account, written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social,
political, economic and cultural context of the 14th century. ibn battuta - rihla - 1 ibn battuta - rihla ibn
battuta left tangier on his travels when he was 20 years old in 1325. his main reason to travel was to go on a
hajj, or a pilgrimage to mecca, as all good muslims want to do. the travels of ibn battuta - eli.kau - c ibn
battuta comes from a family of travellers / judges. d to begin with, ibn battuta journeys to the city of makkah /
tangier. e the ruler of constantine gives ibn battuta an old donkey / a nice coat. f ibn battuta learns about his
future / the pyramids from burhan al-din. g in the desert, hyenas / camels take things from ibn battuta’s bag.
document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1) - document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1) moroccan explorer ibn
battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and asia. his travel account,
written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social, political, economic and
cultural context of the 14th century. ibn battuta - aeta - • 'the rihla, or travel book ' was a common form in
the north africa of his day, commissioned by sultans to give readers back home a sense of the great
intercontinental network of islamic fellowship and prayer.' (pico iyer) • ibn battuta was a traveller/ explorer like
others in history. marco polo had covered much of the same paths some fifty the travels of ibn battuta ocaso press - settled, ibn buttuta had visited territories that now make up 44 countries and travelled 73,000
miles: an astonishing achievement. in writing his rihla or book of travels at the behest of sultan abu ‘inan, the
marinid ruler of morocco, ibn battuta was aided by ibn juzayy, a literary scholar he had met in granada. little is
known of ibn battuta - big history project - he asked ibn battuta to take ship-loads of goods to the yuan
emperor. ibn battuta was set to sail from calcutta with a large ship holding the goods for the chinese emperor.
a smaller ship held his personal entourage. every-thing and everybody was loaded for departure. on his last
day in calcutta, ibn battuta attended friday prayers in the city. the travels of ibn battuta - mr. tredinnick's
class site - the travels of ibn battuta the greatest traveller of the old world before modern times was
undoubtedly abu `abdallah ibn battuta. in the course of 29 years, he travelled across the eastern hemisphere
for a total distance of roughly 116,800 km and he visited regions which today comprise 44 modern countries.
when his epic journeys were complete, his ibn jubayr: the rihla - repositorybraryorgetown - 6for more on
ibn jubayr’s rihla and the rihla genre, see the section “the rihla” below. 7ibn jubayr’s travels were mostly
confined to regions considered “mediterranean,” with the exception of the hijaz, the region of the arabian
peninsula that includes mecca and medina. in order to include reference to al-andalus, the the travels and
journals of ibn battuta - people.hofstra - abu abdullah ibn battuta (abu abdullah, son of battuta) was born
in tangiers (in present day morocco) in 1304. about the same time, the mongol military rulers of persia and
west central asia converted to islam. as an adulthood, ibn battuta was able to travel widely under the
protection of the islamic religion. ibn battuta lesson plan - polk.k12 - document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part
1) moroccan explorer ibn battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and
asia. his travel account, written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social,
political, economic and cultural context of the 14th century.
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